MEETING NOTICE - Sunday, August 23rd, 1PM - 5 PM

The August, 2015 meeting will be held at Rick Berta’s house.
AUGUST MEETING--RICK BERTA’S--MULTIPLE HORN SYSTEMS
Including MAC MINI SETUP by BOB CLANFIELD, VIVA TUBE VR40 AMPLIFIER, WEISS 202 DAC, METRUM HEX DAC, TRANSFIGURATION PROTEUS PHONO CARTRIDGE, AND MORE!

We're happy to meet again at Rick Berta’s, who has been busy enhancing and tweaking his system(s).
DO BRING along your favorite music to play either on CD or vinyl.
Rick house features a 2000 sf main listening room in the basement.

Main Listening Area System (Lower Level)

SYSTEM 1

Custom Ming 300B amps, 12SN7 preamp
Maplenoll Ariadne Signature air-bearing table/arm with Transfiguration Proteus Cartridge
Custom Mac Mini Computer Audio Setup including Amarra, and Drobo Drive Array setup by Bob Clanfield
(http://www.accessyourlifestyle.com/styled/index.html)

Weiss 202 DAC
Speakers-- DX4 Lowther with ezule horn (approx. 32" circular horn)
TAD 1602 Mid-bass horn
TAD Horn-loaded tweeters
Separate Horn-loaded Mid-Bass and Infinite Baffle Bass Enclosures

SYSTEM 2 (Family Room)

Viva VR40 (PX25) Amplifier
Metrum Hex DAC
Speakers--TAD 4001 Horn
100 Hz Horn
Bass Bin
BBC Horn-loaded tweeters

(Ask Rick for details on all!)
Come for Rick's homemade tacos and help answer the burning question, "Is analog better than digital?"
Looking forward to seeing all of you this coming Sunday!
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